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5 DAYS ISTANBUL & ANTALYA QUICKIE

Summary
Country: Turkey
Starting From: ₨ 69,398
Duration: 5 Days & 4 Nights.
Dates: 01 Jun, 2019 to 31 Oct, 2019
Highlights: 5Days & 4Nights To see the St Sophia Museum, Byzantine Hippodrome, The Blue Mosque and also
Grand Bazaar, Topkapi Palace (Harem section is not included). Bosphorus Tour, Spice Market, Cruise on
Bosphorus and many more.
Categories: Adventure Tours, Executive Tours, Family Tours

Overview
The Turkish Riviera, as indicated by Turkey's author, 'the most delightful spot on earth',
Antalya has a ton to satisfy. Also, satisfy it does. Flaunting delightful climate, rich inns and
amazing landscape, Antalya is the ideal goal for either your mid-year occasion or a spot of
winter sun. This and more is only a four-hour departure from London Gatwick.
Shorelines and Resorts:
Antalya is home to various clamouring upmarket retreats, making it the perfect base for an
extravagance Turkey occasion. Among these retreats are Belek, Lara Beach, Side and Alanya.
Lara Beach is the city's longest and most well-known shoreline.
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Along here, you'll see that a significant number of the lodgings have their own private segment
of brilliant, delicate sand. Konyaalti Beach is the nearest one to the downtown area and is a
most loved among guests and local people alike. Out and out, you do have more than 400 miles
of awesome shorelines to browse.
Old History:
There's something else entirely to Antalya than simply being an amazing shoreline goal. The
city and encompassing territory is dabbed with endless authentic destinations and vestiges that
are certainly justified regardless of an opportunity to investigate.
Find the city's antiquated past as you meander the restricted lanes of the old town, Kaleiçi, with
its conventional Ottoman design. Or on the other hand head somewhat further away from home
and witness the quality of the astoundingly well-safeguarded Roman amphitheatre at
Aspendos.
Unwind or get dynamic
Regardless of what kind of occasion you're searching for, you're certain to discover it in
Antalya. A considerable lot of our Antalya lodgings offer their visitors remarkable spa offices,
giving a definitive in unwinding on your Turkey occasion. Certain inns likewise offer a 24 hour
All Inclusive alternative so you can live like royalty the night away in style.
For the more dynamic among you, the retreat of Belek has an incredible determination of
greens to start at. Also, for those up for a test, the well known 'Lycian Way' is a great 320-mile
cycle course associating Antalya to Fethiye.
Destination & Sightseeing
There are so many places to visit and enjoy. Our Trained tour guide will go with you for
all these places which are famous.
Old City Tour

Antalya
Bosphorus Cruise Tour
Accomodation
GOGLOBAL gives you comfortable and stylish travel with their professional team. Our first
priority is to Hand-picked hotels to make sure your comfortable stay. After a day of travelling,
you want to relax in a comfortable, clean, and attractive hotel. We select hotels with the best
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guest rooms (always with a private bathroom) and with breakfast. For our tour packages we
select hotels that are mainly three stars and four stars, but we also feature five-star hotels.
Each hotel is rated by our quality controllers and true feedback of our previously visited guests
following standards set by the independent Hotel & Travel Index.
We calculated the tour package price as per the star category of hotels, although it may be
necessary to substitute with an alternate hotel of equivalent standard. Your travel documents
will list hotel addresses with the telephone. However, no need to face any problem during
travel.
Meals
Itinerary
Day 1 - Istanbul - Arrival Day

Meet at IST/SAW airport & transfer to your hotel. You will be given your room key and the rest of the day is
yours to explore Istanbul. Overnight in Istanbul.
Guideline: Take rest Proper, Because you have to go on tour tomorrow.

Day 2 - Istanbul Old City

Guests will be picked up around 8:00am, and brought to the Sultanahmet district, the oldest, most historic part
of the city. The first stop of the day will be the Hagia Sophia, as our tour guide explains the significance of this
massive building that was once a Christian church, then a mosque, and now a museum. Afterward, we will pass
the Hippodrome of Constantinople, where we will see the site?s impressive obelisk, before reaching the Blue
Mosque. We should be sure to take pictures of both the interior and exterior of this impressive building. Next,
we will continue to the Grand Bazaar, a massive, bustling complex to find clothing, decorative furnishings, food,
and more. On the way to the bazaar, we will see other historical monuments, like the Tomb of Sultan Ahmet I,
the Firuz Aga Mosque, and the exterior of the Tomb of Mehmed II. After our visit to the Grand Bazaar, we will
make a brief stop for lunch. In the afternoon, we will visit Topkapi Palace, the primary residence of the Ottoman
sultans for nearly 400 years. Afterward, we will visit the Little Hagia Sophia, the final stop on the tour before
guests are returned to their hotels.
Guideline: St. Sophia Museum is closed on Mondays, Topkapi Palace is closed on Tuesdays and The Grand
Bazaar is closed on Sundays.
Breakfast

Lunch

Day 3 - Half Day Bosphorus Cruise Tour – Flight to Antalya

Guests of this half-day tour can choose the morning or afternoon option, and will be picked up from their hotel
at the selected time. We will first visit the Spice Bazaar, one of the city?s most colorful and bustling attractions,
which has been in operation since the 17th century and still remains a very popular attraction for locals and
visitors alike. The tour guide will give us tips on the best stalls and kiosks to visit so we do not become
overwhelmed by the busy market, where we will have roughly 45 minutes of free time to explore and shop.
Next, we will head to the shores of the Bosphorus Strait for a cruise, learning about this important, strategic
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waterway that straddles the Asian and European continents. On our voyage, we will see an impressive showcase
of many historic Istanbul buildings: the decadent façade of Dolmabahce Palace; 15th-century fortress
Rumelihisari; the Beylerbeyi Palace, the summer home of Ottoman sultans; and many more. After tour, you will
be transferred to airport to catch flight to Antalya. Arrive & transfer to hotel.
Guideline: Take rest because you need to go Antalya city tomorrow.
Breakfast

Dinner

Day 4 - Antalya City & water Falls – Antalya

You will be picked up from your hotel at around 09:30 for the tour of Antalya WaterfallsDüden Waterfalls are a
group of waterfalls in the province of Antalya. The waterfalls, formed by the Düden River (one of the major
rivers in Southern Anatolia), are located 12km North east of Antalya. They end where the waters of the Lower
Düden Falls drop off a rocky cliff directly into the mediterranean sea. We will stop for lunch here which is
included in the price. After the waterfalls we will drive to the old city centre of Antalya where you will have a
couple of hours free time to explore the Harbour, go on a one hour boat tour (price not included) and indulge in
the local shops!After tour, transfer back to your hotel.
Guideline: Pack your luggage at night.
Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner

Day 5 - Antalya to Airport

After breakfast you will have free time until we depart to airport for our domestic flight to Istanbul and then
switch to international terminal to catch home-bound flight. We hope your tour was a memorable one and we
would like to see you in the future in one of our tours again. Have a nice trip back home and thanks for
choosing us.
Guideline: Have a safe Journey.
Breakfast

Inclusion
Airport transfer with 4 Day's stay & daily breakfast.
All entrance fees, meals, taxes, all are included as per itinerary.
Professional English - speaking tour guides.
Rates (Valid From 09 Oct, 2019 to 09 Oct, 2019)
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Hotel Category

Double Sharing

Triple Sharing

Single Occupancy

Three Star

₨ 73,765

₨ 69,398

₨ 77,819

Four Star

₨ 93,726

₨ 86,708

₨ 109,009

Five Star

₨ 140,511

₨ 124,916

₨ 155,794

All vacation prices are based on rates (reflecting foreign exchange rates) known at the time of
publication and expected to be in effect at the time of departure, and do not include airfare,
except where noted on specific itineraries. Vacation prices are per person, based on double
occupancy (two people sharing a room). Single room occupancy and triple sharing are listed
where applicable. Not all accommodation types are available on all tour packages.
Prices are subject to change without notice, subject to the guarantees set forth below.
Once GOGLOBAL has received your full deposit for any tour package, that land price is
guaranteed and you are protected against any base land price increase due to currency
surcharge.
Pricing for air-inclusive tour packages are guaranteed when GOGLOBAL has received your
air ticket deposits and/or full air ticket payment, any subsequent revisions made at your
request are subject to airline-imposed change fees, cancellation fees, and/or changes in
airfare price, which are your responsibility to pay.
Instant Purchase Air is ticketed upon receipt of full air ticket payment. Thus, full cancellation
fees, as noted above, apply
Child Policy
Discounted Deals:
The following child discounts apply to our all Turkey packages. The below discounts
apply when sharing accommodations with two adults. To receive the child discount, the
age of the child must qualify at the commencement of services.
Age :
If your kid is between 0-2 Years Child Free of charge.
If your kid is between 3-6 Years Child receives a 50% discount on the tour package
price.
If your kid is above 7 and below 11 then Child receives a 25% discount on the tour
package price.
But on the other side, if your kid is above 11 like12 Years then you have to Pays full.
For kids, 0-2 years will get a baby cot in the room by request at the hotel reception.
In case of non-availability of baby, cot child has to share existing bed with parents.
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Kid's Accommodation:
For children, 3-6 years will share the existing bed with parents.
For children 7-11 years an extra mattress will be prearranged in parent’s room.
For children 12 years an extra mattress will be prearranged in the parent’s room.
Travellers who are under 18 years old on the departure date must be accompanied by an
adult throughout the tour, and are requested to share an adult’s accommodation.
Note: (Prices are EXCLUDING 11-15 AUGUST 2019)
Due to heightened security, many countries have adopted practices to prevent
international abductions of children. If a child will be travelling with adults other than
the parents or with only one parent, it is recommended that a notarized letter be written
by the parents or non-travelling parent granting authorization to travel, including the
dates of travel. We suggest that you also contact the appropriate consulate and airlines
because they may have additional requirements or recommendations.

Exclusions
International flights
All types of the entrance.
Turkey entry visa
Items of a personal nature such as alcoholic drinks, cold drinks, laundry
Any others expenses which are not mentioned at the included section
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